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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

1. i. Introduction 

1. i. a. Cyanobacteria 

Cyanobacteria, also commonly known as blue green algae, emerged approximately 

3.5 billion years ago as the first photosynthetic prokaryotes on Earth. Accumulation of 

oxygen generated as a byproduct of their photosynthetic activity changed the nature of 

the primitive atmosphere from anoxic to oxic, leading to the evolutionary transition that 

resulted in the emergence of aerobic organisms and consequently in the rise of higher 

plants and animals that predominate the ecosystems in today's biosphere. 

In addition to generation of oxygen, cyanobacteria have also been of considerable 

importance for their role in fixing atmospheric dinitrogen to produce other forms of 

nitrogen, such as ammonium, that is utilizable to other organisms. Many of the free-living 

and symbiotic cyanobacteria contribute significantly in fertilizing aquatic and terrestrial 

environments with their ability of nitrogen fixation, sustaining growth and prosperity of a 

wide range of populations in those habitats. Study of cyanobacteria, therefore, has been 

an intensive area for their significant ecological roles in various ecosystems. 

Perhaps of equally important reason for the growing popularity of studying 

cyanobacteria comes from the fact that they are the first filamentous multicellular 

organisms that appeared on Earth. In addition, they also exhibited cellular differentiation 

to form heterocysts, cells specialized for nitrogen fixation. Production of oxygen caused 

by photosynthetic activity of cyanobacteria imposed a problem on nitrogen fixation, 

which is mediated by nitrogenase, an enzyme extremely sensitive to oxygen. Evolution of 

oxygen would inevitably inactivate nitrogenase, with both oxygen and nitrogenase being 



present intracellularly. Some species of cyanobacteria evolved a temporal separation of 

photosynthesis and nitrogen fixation, carrying out the fonner during the day and the latter 

at night Some other species, such as Anabaena, produced differentiated cells called 

heterocysts, which do not perfonn the oxygen-evolving part of photosynthesis and fonn 

extra layers of an envelope to prevent oxygen diffusing into the cell, creating an ideal 

microaerophillic environment for nitrogenase activity. A fixed fonn of nitrogen produced 

in heterocysts in a filament then is distributed to the photosynthesizing cells so the 

filament as a whole does not starve for nitrogen while still capable of photosynthesis. For 

efficient distribution of a fixed source of nitrogen from heterocysts to photosynthesizing 

cells, or more commonly called vegetative cells, heterocysts are evenly spaced in 

filaments. The genera of cyanobacteria forming the two distinct types of cells 

demonstrate a one-dimensional pattern of multicellularity between the two different cell 

types, providing the simplest example of pattern fonnation and developmental regulation. 

A series of technological breakthroughs in molecular biology in the past decades have 

been enabling approaches on molecular and genetic levels to elucidate complex 

mechanisms governing cellular differentiation and pattern formation in some species of 

cyanobacteria. In this study, mechanisms governing nitrogen fixation, cellular 

differentiation, and pattern regulation in Anabaena sp. pee 7120, a filamentous 

cyanobacterium capable offonning heterocysts in a regulated pattern, were examined and 

reported. 

1. i. b. Anabaena sp. strain pee 7120 

? 



Anabaena sp. strain PCC 7120 (hereinafter Anabaena) is a filamentous 

cyanobacterium capable of both photosynthesis and nitrogen fixation. When a fixed fonn 

of nitrogen, such as nitrate or ammonium, is present in a medium, all cells in the 

unbranched filaments remain as vegetative cells (Figure lA). When the fixed fonn of 

nitrogen is removed, approximately one in every ten cells differentiates into a heterocyst, 

which serves as the site for nitrogen fixation (Figure I B). The oxygen-sensitive process 

of nitrogen fixation is incompatible with the oxygen-evolving process of photosynthesis. 

As discussed in the previous section, heterocysts provide spatial separation of the two 

processes and create a microaerophilic environment necessary for the function of 

nitrogenase. 

A B ~ 

Figure I. 
Anabaena sp. PCC 7120. (A) Filaments of Anabaena in a medium with nitrate. (B) 
Filaments of Anabaena in a medium without nitrate. Arrows indicate heterocysts. 
Courtesy of S. M. Callahan. 



1. i. c. Nitrogen Assimilation and NtcA 

Understanding nitrogen utilization in Anabaena is essential in the study of 

nitrogen fixation and heterocyst differentiation of this organism. Anabaena is able to 

utilize four different forms of nitrogen compounds for metabolism: ammonium, nitrate, 

nitrite, and atmospheric dinitrogen. Ammonium is the most preferred source of nitrogen. 

Nitrate, when utilized in Anabaena, is reduced to nitrite by nitrate reductase, which is 

then reduced to ammonium by nitrite reductase, and ammonium is incorporated into 

carbon skeletons through the glutamine synthetase-glutamate synthase cycle (Flores & 

Herrero, 1994). Dinitrogen, when used as the nitrogen source, has to be converted to 

ammonium by nitrogenase through a highly energy-consuming process of nitrogen 

fixation, and is thus the least preferred source for Anabaena. When ammonium is present, 

nitrite or nitrate available in the medium will not be used: genes involved in 

transportation and reduction of nitrate or nitrite, such as narB, encoding nitrate reductase, 

and nrtABCD. constituting a nitrate-nitrite uptake system, show high levels of mRNA 

only in the absence of ammonium (Frias et ai, 1997; Kikuchi et al., 1996). Similarly, 

genes necessary for nitrogen fixation, such as nif genes, are not expressed in the presence 

of fixed nitrogen. Regulation of these nitrogen assimilation genes are mediated by NtcA 

(reviewed in Flores et al., 1999; Herrero, 2001). In addition to nitrogen assimilation, the 

ntcA gene plays an essential role in nitrogen fixation as well as heterocyst differentiation. 

The gene ntcA is a global regulator for nitrogen fixation, and represents a link 

between nitrogen utilization and heterocyst differentiation in Anabaena. Its expression 

increases immediately following nitrogen step-down, or removal of a fixed source of 

nitrogen, and is required for both initiation of heterocyst development and the function of 
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mature heterocysts (Frias 1994). Expression of ntcA is also essential for assimilation of 

various fonns of nitrogen from the environment, such as dinitroten, nitrate, and urea, but 

not ammonium (Herrero et aI, 2001). The protein NtcA is a CAP family transcriptional 

regulator, containing a turn-helix-turn motif for interaction with DNA (Vega-Palas et al., 

1992), and the sequence of ntcA is highly conserved in many nitrogen-fixing 

cyanobacteria (Frias, 1993). The target sites for its DNA-binding are also highly 

conserved: the consensus sequence for promoter regions ofNtcA-activated genes 

comprises a -10 box in the fonn ofTAN3T and an NtcA-binding site containing a 

sequence signature GT ANs TAC as summarized and reviewed in Herrero et al. (2001) 

(Table I). The eight nucleotides between GTA and TAC sequences are often 

palindromic, rendering the whole 14 nucleotide sequence palindromic. Palindrome is a 

feature commonly seen in sites of DNA bound by a homodimer transcriptional regulator. 

This also agrees with an observation that NtcA protein behaves like a dimer in solution 

(Wisen et al., 1999). A number of genes and operons have been identified to be involved 

in nitrogen fixation and regulated positively and directly by NtcA. Such genes include 

ginA (Flores et al., 1999), nir operon (Frias et al., 1997), urtoperon (Frias et al., 2000). 

niftlDK (Frias, 1994), ginA (Frias, 1994),petH (Valladares et al., 1999) and devBCA 

(Fiedler 2001). 

While the nteA gene positively regulates a number of genes that participate in 

nitrogen fixation and heterocyst differentiation, the gene also negatively regulates genes 

whose expression is required in vegetative celIs but not in heterocysts. Such genes 

Table 1. Sequences ofNtcA-activated promoters in Anabaena PCC sp. 7120. Nucleotides 
matching the GTANsTAC of the NtcA-binding site and the conserved TAN3T of the 210 
box are in boldface. Adapted from Herrero et al. (2001) and modified by the author. 



gInA CGTTCT~CAAAGAC~CTGTCTAATGTTTAGAAATC~GATATTTCA 

nir operon AATTTTGTaGCTACTTA~ATTTTACCTGAGATCCCGACA •. ~CCTTAGAAGT 
urt OPERON AATTTA~TCAAAAATAACAATTCAATGGTTAAATATCAAAC.~TATCACAAT 
NtcB AAAGCT~CAAAATC~CAAATTGGGGAGCAAAATCAGC •• ~~TTGAA 
HetC AAATCT~CATGAGA~CAATAGCATTTATATTTGCTT .. ~TATCTCTCT 
DevBCA TCATTT~GTCTGT~CTTTACCTGAAACAGATGAATG •. ~TTTATA 

include the rbcL gene, which encodes a subunit of noulose bisphosphate 

carboxylase/oxygenase and hanA, which encodes a histone-like HU protein. NtcA is 

known to bind to the promoter region of the rbcL gene (Chastain et ai., 1990; 

Ramasubramanian et aI., 1994), and the promoter region of the hanA gene contains a 

TGTANsAACA sequence, which could represent an NtcA-binding site. As Herrero 

(2001) suggested, these regions may represent repressor sites for the two genes. Such 

evidence, together with the fact that the two genes are downregulated in heterocysts, 

indicates a role ofNtcA as not only a positive regulator but also a negative regulator for 

genes not required in mature heterocysts. 

1. ii. Heterocyst 

1. ii. a. Morphology and Function 

Morphology ofheterocysts is reviewed by a number of authors (Haselkorn, 1978; 

Wolk, 1982; 1996; Adams & Duggan, 1999, for example). Nitrogenase is extremely 

oxygen sensitive, and, therefore, heterocysts must maintain a microaerophillic 

intracellular environment This is achieved through fonnation of extra layers of envelope 

composed of a laminated glycolipid layer surrounded by polysaccharides that prevents 

oxygen from entering the cell. Furthennore, Photosystem II, the oxygen-evolving process 



vegelatice ce11 

Figure 2. Different photosystems in a vegetative cell and a heterocyst. Vegetative cells 
carry out the oxygen-evolving part of Photo system II, which is absent in heterocysts. 

Figure 3. Nitrogen fixation in a heterocyst and exchange of metabolites between a 
heterocyst and vegetative cell. 
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of photosynthesis, is degraded in heterocysts. A TP necessary for nitrogen fixation in 

heterocysts is generated by cyclic photophosphorylation via photosystem I (Figure 2). 

Despite that a source of reductant is required for nitrogen fixation, the cyclic 

photosynthesis carried out in heterocysts does not fix carbon to produce a source of 

reductant. A constant supply of reductant for nitrogen fixation must be imported from 

neighboring vegetative cells to heterocysts, and this reductant is believed to be sucrose 

(Figure 3) (Curatti, 2002). It is thought that approximately half of the available reductant 

in a filament is consumed for differentiation of heterocysts and nitrogen fixation in 

heterocysts in a condition without a source of fixed nitrogen (Murry & Wolk, 1989; 

Smith & Ownby, 1981). In return for receiving a source of reductant, heterocysts fix 

dinitrogen to produce ammonium, which is then incorporated into glutamate to fonn 

glutamine, and then transported to neighboring vegetative cells (Meeks et ai., 1978; 

Flores & Herrero, 1994). In summary, carbon fixation and nitrogen fixation are carried 

out in vegetative cells and heterocysts, respectively, and this division oflabor and 

exchange of the products allow coexistence of these otherwise incompatible processes in 

one filament, enabling survival and growth under nitrogen-deplete conditions. 

1. ii. b. Sensing nitrogen statns 

Cyanobacteria lack a 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase, one of the enzymes that 

catalyzes reactions in the Krebs cycle, and are therefore thought to possess an incomplete 

Krebs cycle (Stanier & Cohen-Bazire, 1977). Instead of utilized in Krebs cycle, therefore, 

in cyanobacteria 2-oxoglutarate is used as a carbon skeleton to incorporate ammonium 

via the glutamine synthetase-glutamate synthase as shown in Figure 4. (Vazquez

Bennudez et aI., 2000; Ihlenfeldt & Gibson, 1977; Smith et ai., 1967; Laurent et ai., 



2005). Low levels of intracellular 

ammonium causes accumulation of "i 
2-oxoglutarate, and the nitrogen AcetyItoA 

M' ~ 
status in Anabaena and in other 

cyanobacterial species is thought to 

be perceived through this 

intracellular level of2-oxoglutarate 

0I8I0aate a, 
I -r T Ioxoglutarate 

(Forchhammer, 1999). In support of 

this idea, there is a wealth of 

evidence to show that in 

Fumarate I 
~ ~ 

cyanobacterial species the 2-

oxoglutarate level is influenced by 

Figure _. Outline of Glufamate Glulanne 
nitrogen and carbon \sJ 
metabolism in cy3l1O- as 
bacteria. The Krebs 

the availability of fixed nitrogen in C)'cie does not complete 4 
due to the lad of2-OO f 

medium (Coronil et al., 1993; !::s:: Laurent Nt -+NHt++- NOi 
Merida et ai., 1991; Tapia et al., eta! (2005) 

1996). In Anabaena, the level of 2-oxoglutarate reaches its maximum level 1 h after the 

removal of fixed nitrogen and decreases thereafter. In addition, uptake ofDFPA, a non-

metabolizable analogue of2-oxoglutarate, by Anabaena causes heterocyst development 

under non-inducing conditions (Laurent et al., 2005). Activity ofNtcA, a DNA-binding 

transcriptional activator essential for both nitrogen fixation and heterocyst differentiation, 

is shown to be stimulated by 2-oxoglutarate as well as DFPA (Laurent et al., 2005), and 

in Synechococcus sp. PCC 7942, some of the target genes ofNtcA are not transcribed 

without 2-oxoglutarate (Tanigawa et al., 2002). These lines of evidence suggest an 
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increased level of intracellular 2-oxoglutarate comprises a signal for limited availability 

of fixed nitrogen, and that NtcA is a target that is stimulated by an increased level of 

intracellular 2-oxoglutarate. 

In addition to 2-oxoglutarate. it has been shown that the level of free intracellular 

calcium ion increases upon removal of fixed nitrogen and the increased concentration of 

calcium ion is also essential for initiation of differentiation (Torrecilla et al., 2004). In 

addition, Zhao et al., (2005). in their study of the ccbP gene. a gene encoding a calcium 

sequestering protein, demonstrated that overexpression of ccbP results in a reduced level 

of free intracellular calcium ion, and in such a strain, heterocysts do not form when 

filaments are deprived of fixed nitrogen in the medium. Conversely. inactivation of ccbP 

causes higher percentage of heterocyst formation than the wild type under inducing 

conditions. Unlike 2-oxoglutarate. however. higher levels of calcium ion in a ccbP 

mutant did not cause heterocyst differentiation in the presence of a combined-nitrogen 

source. indicating a possibility that the effect of CcbP is subject to nitrogen control by 2-

oxoglutarate and by NtcA (Zhao et al .• 2005). The role of Ccbp in heterocyst 

differentiation and patterning is to be discussed further later. 

1. ii. c. Genomic rearrangements 

Genomic rearrangements take place during the late stages of heterocyst 

development, resulting in excision of DNA elements in three different regions. The DNA 

elements to be excised out are named after the genes they interrupt: the ll-kb nijD 

(encoding the _-SUbunit of dinitrogenase) region (Golden, et al.. 1985». the 55-kb fdxN 

(encoding a bacterial-type ferredoxin) region (Golden, et 8.. 1988; Golden, et al .• 

1987)12.13). and the 10.5-kb hupL (encoding a subunit ofan uptake hydrogenase) region 
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(Carrasco, et aI., 1995). Each of these excised DNA elements contain genes encoding 

excisases respectively; xisA in the nifD region, xisF in the fdxN region, and xisC in the 

hupL region. An excision of the fdxN region is known to require two more excisases, 

xisH and xisI, encoded downstream of xisF (Ramaswamy et aI., 1997). These excised 

regions contain direct repeat sequences, which upon recombination loop out themselves 

from the Anabaena genome. This results in fusion of previously interrupted genes, 

allowing proper expression of these genes. 

It has been shown that activation of at least two of the three excisases requires 

NtcA, a transcriptional regulator essential for both nitrogen fixation and heterocyst 

differentiation in Anabaena. In a ntcA mutant, after nitrogen stepdown rearrangement of 

the nifD orfdxNregions did not occur (Wei et aI., 1994). It was also shown that after 

removal of fixed nitrogen, NtcA binds to an upstream region of xisA, and this initiates 

excision of the ll-Kb DNA element interrupting transcription of nifD, enabling 

expression of the nifHDK operon (Golden et aI., 1988; Chastain, et al., 1990; 

Ramasubramanian, et al., 1994). 

1. iii. Differentiation and Patterning 

1. iii. a. Differentiation and Patterning 

Heterocyst differentiation is serni-regularly patterned. When a fixed form of 

nitrogen is removed from the medium, patterned differentiation ofheterocysts becomes 

visible after 24 hours. When vegetative-cell intervals between two heterocysts lengthen 

as growth of the filament continues, new heterocysts form midway between two pre

existing heterocysts to maintain the pattern. Initial pattern establishment by 24 h after 

11 



nitrogen removal and pattern maintenance thereafter are tightly regulated, and this 

regulation is believed to be controlled through intercellular protein signaling (Y oon and 

Golden, 1998). Cellular differentiation regulated by intercellular communication is rare in 

prokaryotes-it is rather more of a eukaryotic property (Haselkorn, 1998). The pattern of 

one heterocyst in every 10 vegetative cells represents one of the simplest forms of 

differentiation and patterning. Genetic studies of differentiation and patterning in 

Anabaena could provide insights to the understanding of genetic mechanisms involved in 

cellular differentiation in higher organisms. 

1. iii. b. The hetR gene 

Although a large part of the mechanism of differentiation and patterning still 

remains to be investigated, an increasing number of genes have been shown to be 

involved in heterocyst differentiation and patterning. The hetR gene is a key regulator for 

heterocyst differentiation. Its expression dramatically increases immediately after 

nitrogen step-down (Black, 1993). High levels of hetR expression soon become apparent 

in proheterocysts, or cells that are going to become heterocysts, and later in mature 

heterocysts (Black et al., 1993). HetR is an unusual serine protease (Zhou, 1998) that 

forms a homo-dimer and binds to promotor regions of genes involved in heterocyst 

differentiation, such as hepA, patS, and its own promotor (Huang et al., 2004). HetR is 

required for expression of hepA (Black et al., 1993), patS (Huang et al., 2004), and its 

own (Black et aI., 1993: Huang et al., 2004), thus hetR is positively autoregulated. 

Overexpression of hetR from a multicopy plasmid (Buikema & Haselkorn, 1991) or from 

an inducible promotor (Buikema & Haselkorn, 2001) leads to formation of multiple 
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heterocysts in a row, a phenotype known as multiple contiguous heterocysts, or Mch in a 

medium without nitrate, and show some differentiation even in the presence of nitrate. A 

number of mutations in hetR are reported to cause a Her (no formation ofheterocysts) 

phenotype. Such mutations include deletion of hetR (Orozco et al., 2006), S 179N 

(Buikema & Haselkorn, 1991), S152A (Dong et al., 2000), C48R (Huang etal., 2004), 

and a transposon insertion (Black et al., 1993). The two serine residues at positions 179 

and 152 are also known to be essential for the proteolytic activity ofHetR (Dong et al., 

2000: Zhou et aI., 1998). The cystine residue at position 48 is not required for the 

protease activity, but essential for HetR dimerization (Huang et aZ., 2004). Khudyakov 

and Golden (2004) recently reported an R223W mutation in hetR rather enhances the 

activity ofHetR as the master regulator of differentiation. A mutant AMC 1287 that 

carried the mutation would show an Mch phenotype with a disturbed pattern of 

differentiation. Ectopic overexpression of the hetRR223W allele resuIted in differentiation 

of almost all cells in filaments into heterocysts. These results suggest not only does HetR 

play an essential role in differentiation of vegetative cells into heterocysts, but it is also 

involved in regulation of differentiation and pattern formation (Khudyakov & Golden, 

2004). 

1. iii. b. Positive feedback loop for differentiation 

It has been known that both ntcA (Ramasubramanian et al., 1996) and hetR 

(Buikema & Haselkorn, 200 I) were transcribed from multiple transcription start sites. 

Muro-Pastor et at. (2002) analyzed various transcripts from both hetR and ntcA and 

showed that not only are hetR and ntcA autoregulatory and individually required for their 



own expression, but expression of the two genes are required for expression of each 

other. Out of four transcription starting points (tsps) in the promoter region of hetR, 

expression from -184 is constitutive, -274 is nteA- and hetR-dependent, -696 is nteA- and 

hetR-independent but not expressed in the presence of fixed nitrogen, and -728 is ntcA

dependent The consensus sequence for NtcA binding site found in NtcA-activated 

promoters, however, were not found upstream of the two tsps requiring NtcA. NtcA also 

failed to bind to fragments corresponding to these two tsps in band-shift assays, 

indicating that dependence of these tsps on NtcA is rather indirect. The promoter region 

of nteA contains three tsps, where -180 and -49 are both dependent on nteA and hetR and 

induced only in the absence of fixed nitrogen, and -136 is constitutive (Mum-Pasteur et 

al. 2002). 

A recent study reported that the activation of hetR by NtcA is likely to be 

mediated by CcbP, the calcium-binding protein introduced earlier (Shi et af., 2006). 

Levels of free calcium ion in heterocysts were known to be higher than those in 

vegetative cells (T orrecilla et af., 2004). Overexpression of ccbP reduces the 

concentration of free calcium ion in heterocysts and prevents the positive autoregulation 

of hetR and thus heterocyst differentiation, and in contrast, its inactivation results in an 

Mch phenotype (Zhao et al., 2005). NtcA, however, is shown to bind to the promoter 

region of the ccbP gene, which contains the consensus NtcA binding sequence, and 

downregulates its expression. Thus, the indirect activation of hetR by NtcA is achieved 

through downregulation of ccbP by NtcA (Shi et af., 2006). 

Shi et al., (2006) also showed that CcbP also plays a role in the positive 

autoregulation of hetR by itself. HetR, known to be a serine-type protease, is also shown 
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to degrade CcbP in addition to degrading itself. The group showed that this protease 

activity of HetR requires an increased level of intracellular free calcium ions. 

Degradation of CcbP releases free calcium ion that has been sequestered by CcbP, and 

the increased level of free calcium ion further promotes the HetR activity (Shi et al., 

2006). 

Mutual dependence for expression between herR and ntcA in addition to their 

positive autoreguations mediated by Ccbp creates three positive-feedback loops for 

heterocyst differentiation: herR by itself: ntcA by itself, and between hetR and ntcA. This 

dynamic positive-feedback circuit may allow Anabaena to magnifY a smail 

environmental input to stabilize a decision for differentiation, even after the initial 

stimulus is removed from the medium, and this may account for the decision for 

differentiation in Anabaena being both bistable and irreversible. Bistability is a property 

of differentiation in Anabaena where a cell either remains as a vegetative cell or 

completely differentiates into a heterocyst, but never rests in intermediate states. 

Irreversibility refers to the fact that once a cell makes a decision to become a heterocyst, 

that cell will become a heterocyst and will not revert back to a vegetative cell even if the 

combined nitrogen is added to the medium. That so-called "point of no return" (EI

Shehawy & Kleiner, 2003) or "commitment point 2" (Adams & Carr, 1981) seems to 

appear approximately at 9 h after removal of fixed nitrogen since at 9 h and thereafter, 

addition of nitrate does not any more inhibit differentiation of heterocysts. (Yoon & 

Golden, 2001). What factor or factors account for the irreversibility of differentiation at 9 

h after removal of fixed nitrogen has not been shown experimentally, but a positive 
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feedback circuit possibly established by 9 h may be responsible for the irreversibility, as 

well as bistability, of heterocyst differentiation. 

1. iii. c. Negative regulators for differentiation: PatS and HetN 

While hetR and ntcA are considered major positive regulators for heterocyst 

differentiation, negative regulators have also been identified. The patS gene encodes a 

very short peptide of 13- or 17-a.a. long, and its overexpession causes a Hef phenotype 

under inducing conditions (Y oon & Golden, 1998). Its RGSGR pentapeptide at the C

terminus is thought to act as an inhibitory signal for heterocyst formation because 

addition of an RGSGR synthetic peptide into a medium completely suppresses heterocyst 

formation in a medium lacking nitrate (Y oon & Golden 1998; Wu et al., 2004). In 

filaments, the pentapeptide is believed to inhibit heterocyst formation by latera1 

inhibition, where the pentapeptide diffuses into neighboring vegetative cells. 

Transcription of patS-gjp becomes observable 6 h after induction, which is first seen in 

clusters of cells. While the expression continues to increase, the clusters of patS 

expression in filaments start to be resolved. At 24 h, pattern is established and expression 

is then seen only in mature heterocysts. Expression of patS in heterocysts decreases 

thereafter, but around 40 h as intervals between two heterocysts lengthen and midway 

cells start to differentiate, patS expression becomes visible again in those differentiating 

celIs (Yoon & Golden, 1998: 2001). 

The patS-pentapeptide, RGSGR, when produced in the cytoplasm, completely 

suppressed heterocyst differentiation, suggesting the PatS target may be present in the 

cytoplasm (WU et at. 2004). An analysis of in vitro mobility shift assays showed that in 
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the presence of the PatS pentapeptide, HetR is not able to bind to its own promoter 

(Huang et al., 2004). This evidence indicates HetR may be the direct target of PatS. PatS 

production mainly increases in heterocysts and cells that are destined to be heterocysts, 

where hetR is also induced. The HetR activity of these PatS-producing cells, therefore, 

must not be sensitive to the inhibitory effect of its own PatS, but the mechanism of this 

insensitivity remains to be studied. 

A patS mutant exhibits an Mch phenotype by 24 h after removal of fixed nitrogen 

from the medium and also shows some differentiation even in the presence of nitrate 

(Yoon & Golden 1998; 2001). The Mchphenotype ofapatSmutantafter 24 h following 

induction is partially resolved by 72 h. Expression of patS increases immediately after 

removal of fixed nitrogen, reaches its peak at 6 h, and returns to the pre-induction level 

by 24 h (Yoon & Golden 2001). This evidence suggests a role of PatS in de novo pattern 

formation and the presence of another negative regulator that governs patterning after 

expression of patS returns to the pre-induction level. 

The gene hetN encodes a putative oxidoreductase, and its overexpression from a 

multicopy plasmid (Bauer et al., 1997) or from an inducible promotor (Callahan & 

Buikema 200 I) completely suppresses heterocyst formation under inducing conditions. In 

a hetN-overexpressing strain, hetR upregulation is inhtbited (Callahan & Buikema, 2001), 

indicating the function of HetN to suppress differentiation is through suppression of heIR 

positive autoregulation. Inactivation of hetN, in contrast, results in unusual pattern 

formation. It first shows a normal pattern up to 24 h after induction, suggesting HetN is 

not essential in de novo pattern formation like PatS, but by 48 h, an Mch phenotype is 

observed, and the Mch phenotype continues thereafter. (Callahan & Buikema, 2001). 
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When combined nitrogen is present, a low level ofHetN is produced in vegetative cells. 

Upon nitrogen step-down, the amount ofHetN decreases until 12 h post-induction, and it 

increases thereafter. At 24 h after induction, the heterocyst pattern is established, 

heterocysts have matured, and the amount ofHetN is three times higher than the original 

level. At this time, HetN is detected only from cellular extracts ofheterocysts but not 

from vegetative cells (Li et al., 2002). That inactivation of hetN does not affect initial 

pattern establishment up to 24 h but causes an Mch phenotype during the subsequent 

round of differentiation thereafter and that patS inactivation results in an Mch phenotype 

that is partially resolved by 72 h imply that patS and hetN are engaged in heterocyst 

patterning at different stages of diazotrophic growth; the patS and hetN genes play roles 

in initial pattern establishment and later pattern maintenance, respectively. 

Dfthe two negative regulators of differentiation, patS and hetN, the C-terminus 

penptapeptide of PatS is known to interfere with the function ofHetR by preventing 

DNA binding ofHetR (Huang et al., 2004). HetN also contains the same pentapetide 

motif, and so do two other regions of DNA in the Anabaena chromosome. Those regions 

of orfs that contain the RGSGR pentapetide motif are patS, hetN, a1l3290, and the 

opposite strand of a114963, and overexpression of anyone of the four from a multicopy 

plasmid suppresses heterocyst differentiation (WU et al., 2004). Like patS, 

overexpression of hetN also suppresses hetR upregulation and its positive autoregulation 

(Callahan & Buikema, 2001). This suggests that the suppressing effect ofHetN is 

through the function of its pentapeptide motif. Li et al (2002) showed, however. that the 

RGSGR motif in HetN is not involved in the suppression of differentiation; a series of 

defined mutations that modified this motif did not result in a loss of the ability ofHetN to 
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suppress heterocyst fonnation. Knowing that HetN contains a keto reductase domain, the 

function ofHetN to suppress differentiation may be mediated by the product of a HetN

dependent pathway. 

Fan et al. (2005) showed that genes surrounding hetN are required for heterocyst 

glycolipids and that inactivation of these genes by a transposon insertion results in strains 

of Anabaena that are deficient in producing proper heterocyst glycolipids, which 

presumably causing diffusion of oxygen into heterocysts, allowing nitrogen fixation in 

heterocysts only in the absence of oxygen in the medium, a phenotype known as Fox'. 

Such genes that surround hetN and cause a Fox' phenotype upon mutation are all5343, 

al15345, a1l5347. alr5348, asr5350-alr5353, and alr5356 (Fan et al., 2005). The product 

of the hetN gene, alr5358, may therefore similarly participate in production of heterocyst 

glycolipds. The mutant strain, NI0, that was studied to first identify the hetN gene failed 

to produce heterocyst glycolipid (Ernst et al., 1992), supporting that the role of hetN is in 

biosynthesis of heterocyst glycolipid necessary for anaerobicity in heterocysts. Analysis 

of a thin-layer chromatography by Callahan & Buikema (2001), however, showed that 

the levels of heterocyst glycolipid production in the wild-type strain and a strain in which 

hetN is inactivated failed to show a significant difference in production of heterocyst

specific glycolipid. In addition, the hetN-inactivated strain produced normal heterocysts 

capable of fixing nitrogen in the presence of oxygen in the medium (Callahan & 

Buikema, 2001). These results support that even though genes surrounding hetN are 

essential for production of heterocyst glycolipids, and NI0, the first isolated hetN mutant, 

failed to produce heterocyst glycolipids, the hetN gene is not involved in production of 
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heterocyst glycolipids, and its role is solely in regulation of pattern maintenance in 

Anabaena. 

1. iii. d. Simultaneous inactivation of the negative regulators 

While both patS and hetN are engaged in inhibition of heterocyst differentiation, 

they are known to act in different pathways and do not require each other for their 

suppressing functions. Inactivation of one results in an Mch phenotype after nitrogen 

stepdown, but overexpression of the other completely complements the mutation and 

results in a Hef phenotype (Borthakur et al .• 2005). A strain UHMIOO, constructed by 

Borthakur et al. (2005) to study effects of simultaneous inactivation of the patS and hetN 

genes, exhibited aU or almost aU cells to differentiate into heterocysts, a similar 

phenotype observed for the strain with a hetRR223W mutation constructed by Khudyakov 

& Golden (2004). Phenotypes ofUHMlOO and the hetRR223W strain are, however, 

different in several ways. Simultaneous inactivation in UHMIOO causes complete 

differentiation of filaments even in the presence of nitrate, whereas for the hetRR223 W 

strain, removal of nitrate is a requirement for excess differentiation. The hetRR223 W 

strain requires a lower threshold of the concentration of nitrate for differentiation than the 

wild-type Anabaena does and also shows a delayed initiation of differentiation, lagging 

8-12 h behind the wild-type Anabaea. While ectopic expression is required for the 

hetRR223 W strain to undergo complete differentiation, native expression of hetR is 

satisfactory for complete differentiation in UHMIOO. Nonetheless, as Borthakur et al. 

(2005) proposed, findings from these groups suggest a new insight for the pathways 

involved in patterning in Anabaena: while patS- and hetN-dependent suppression 
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pathways act independently of each other, there is a point of emergence between the two 

pathways, because one mutation, hetRR223 W, creates a phenotype similar to a 

simultaneous inactivation of the two genes. 

1. iv. Trans.poson mutagenesis 

1. iv. a. Transposon 

A transposon is a mobile segment of ON A whose movement, or transposition, is 

mediated by enzymes called transposases. Transposons are found in all major branches of 

life, indicating that they may have originated in the universal common ancestor. Or 

perhaps they arose multiple times independently, or they arose once and transferred 

through horizontal gene transfers. Some transposons confer genes that provide selective 

advantages to the host organisms, such as resistance to drugs, but many of them do not 

and are considered selfish ONA whose sole purpose is to increase its copy number in the 

host genome. 

There are various kinds of transposons, the smallest of which are called insertion 

sequences (IS). Insertion sequences are defined as mobile genetic elements containing a 

region of ON A coding for transposase and an inhibitor that reduces frequency of 

transposition. An inhibitor is necessary because transposition often causes inactivation of 

genes in the target region of the hopping, and frequent transposition increases the number 

of inactivated genes, which consequently reduces the fitness of the host organism. 

Another type of transposon is a composite transposon, and Tn5, a derivative of 

which was used in this study, belongs to this classification. A composite transposon is 

made of two IS segments, flanking a region of ON A containing additional genes that are 

unrelated to insertion functions. For those composite transposons exploited in laboratory 
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uses, these genes are often selectable markers, such as antibiotic resistance, that aid in 

detection of hosts that have acquired the transposon. Transposition of a composite 

transposon happens as two IS transpose at the same occasion, taking the region of DNA 

in between with them, to a new target site. Some transposons show specificity in their 

target sites, but TnS used in this study is known to exhibit very little specificity and its 

insertion sites are nearly random. 

Transposons are widely exploited in laboratories to identify bacterial genes 

required in response to certain environmental changes. Generally, the genome of an 

organism of interest is mutagenized with a transposon that has little target specificity. 

Mutants that have acquired the transposon in their genomes are selected for according to 

a selectable marker conferred in the transposon. Each mutant is then tested for a certain 

phenotypic change, and a mutant with a desired phenotype is isolated and further studied. 

Once isolated, the genome of the mutant is extracted and the location of the transposon, 

and thus the gene presumably inactivated by the transposon, is identified. In this study, 

TnRRI. a derivative ofTnS, was used to identify genes involved in nitrogen fixation, 

cellular differentiation, and pattern regulation in Anabaena. 

1. iv. b. Identification of genes involved in nitrogen fixation 

Identification of genes involved in nitrogen fixation and differentiation in 

Anabaena has been done through screening for mutants that are not able to fix nitrogen 

and identifying mutated genes that caused the Fix- phenotype. In so doing, application of 

transposon mutagenesis has led to the discovery of a number of genes. Genes identified 

through transposon mutagenesis followed by screening include hetN (Black and Wolk, 
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1994),pbpB (Lazaro 2001), hetP (Fernandez-Pinas et aI., 1994), devA (Maldener et aI., 

1994), hanA (Khudyakov and Wolk 1996), hetC (Khudyakov and Wolk, 1997), hcwA 

(Zhu et aI., 2001), and alrOl17 (Ning and Xu, 2004). Recently, two publications have 

identified sets of clustered genes required for nitrogen fixation through transposon 

mutagenesis (Huang et ai, 2005; Fan et ai, 2005). Transposon mutagenesis is ineffective 

for identification of essential genes, but it is an ideal approach for identification of genes 

involved in nitrogen fixation and differentiation that affect only diazotrophic growth 

(growth without a fixed form of nitrogen, such as nitrate or ammonium) of Anabaena 

when mutated. In this study, genes were identified as potentially essential for nitrogen 

fixation, and one of them, alr4703, was funher investigated. 

I. iv. c. Identification of genes involved in differentiation. 

Transposon mutagenesis and screening for mutants that are no longer able to fix 

nitrogen discussed in the previous section has resulted in isolation of mutants that are not 

able to fix nitrogen but has not identified any that are not able to differentiate. To more 

selectively isolate mutants that are no longer able to form heterocysts (Hef mutants), a 

positive selection designed around strain UHMI00 (Bortbakur et aI., 2005) was used. In 

this strain, patS is deleted from the chromosome of Anabaena, and the native promotor of 

hetN on the chromosome is replaced with a copper-inducible promotor, PpetE. Deletion of 

patS causes complete elimination of patS expression under any condition. P petE is 

normally the promotor for petE, the gene that encodes plastocyanin. Its expression is 

controlled by copper present in a medium (Ghassemian et ai, 1994). Whereas addition of 

copper into the medium results in overexpression of hetN, removing copper from the 



medium down-regulates expression of hetN, presumably mimicking a hetN-null mutant 

(Callahan & Buikema, 2001). Removal of copper in this strain results in simultaneous 

inactivation of patS and hetN, which, without expression of either negative regulator of 

differentiation, causes all cells to differentiate into heterocysts after a few weeks of 

incubation on a solid medium, (Borthakur et ai., 2005). In this study, this strain was 

further modified by introducing a plasmid pWB216S2.4 (Buikema & Haselkon, 1991) 

into UHMIOO. The plasmid pWB216S2.4 is a multicopy plasmid carrying hetR, the 

positive regulator of differentiation, under its native promotor. Ectopic expression of hetR 

from a multicopy plasmid accelerates differentiation, taking less than a week for the 

strain to undergo complete differentiation upon removal of copper even on media 

containing a fixed nitrogen source such as nitrate (Unpublished data). Complete 

differentiation is a lethal phenotype because heterocysts depend on vegetative cells for 

their carbon source, they do not divide any further, and they cannot dedifferentiate back 

into vegetative cells. In a culture of completely differentiating Anabaena, however, 

mutants that have acquired a mutation and cannot differentiate do survive and grow 

because the media contains nitrate, forming green colonies on a lawn of dying heterocysts 

(Unpublished data). 

I. iv. c. Identification of genes involved in patterning. 

The first and the second project are to identify genes involved in nitrogen fixation 

and heterocyst formation, respectively. There is expected to be a large number of genes to 

be identified in these approaches. In contrast to the first and the second projects, the third 
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project aims to identify genes involved in a pathway in which the number of genes 

involved is expected to be relatively limited. 

A positive selection was designed to search for proteins involved in the hetN

dependent suppression pathway. The promotor of hetN in Anabaena PCC 7120 was 

replaced by the copper-inducible promotor, PpetE, to create a strain 7120PN (Callahan and 

Buikema 2001). This strain was mutagenized by the transposon and plated on a medium 

with copper and without a fixed source of nitrogen. Overexpression of hetN prevents 

heterocyst formation, resulting in a Her phenotype, which is lethal in the absence of fixed 

nitrogen. Any emerging colonies should be suppressor mutants that had acquired a 

mutation that allows heterocyst formation in this strain. Some mutants are expected to 

have a mutation in one of the genes involved in a putative hetN-dependent suppression 

pathway. 

In this experimental design, however, it is also possible that acquisition of the 

Het phenotype is caused by a mutation in one of the genes essential for expression from 

the copper-inducible petE promoter. For example, since overexpression of hetN is 

dependent upon expression from the copper-inducible promotor PpetE, any deficiency in 

the copper transport system or a mutation in a global regulator that functions in response 

to copper levels terminates expression from PpetE, resulting in a loss of the function of the 

hetN-dependent suppression pathway. For any Het mutant, therefore, a mutation is 

presumed to either prevent expression from the petE promoter or prevent the activity of a 

hetN-dependent suppression pathway. To distinguish between these two possibilities, 

expression from the petE promoter was monitored in each strain using a plasmid, 

pSMCl38, that contains a PpetE::gfp construct With this plasmid introduced, a mutant 



will show green fluorescence under UV ifPpetE is active, indicating that the mutation is 

likely in the hetN-dependent suppression pathway. Chromosomal DNA of mutants with 

an active petE promoter was extracted, and the transposon insertion was localized by 

DNA sequencing. Mutants deficient in the copper-transport system are to be provided to 

another laboratory member who studies this system. 
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CHAPTER 2: MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2. i. Isolation of Mutants 

Anabaena sp. PCC 7120 and its derivatives were grown in BO-ll medium as 

described (Bortbakur et aI., 2005; Buikema and Haselkom 1991). Transposon 

mutagenesis was conducted as previously described (Wolk et aI., 1991), except that 

spectinomycin and streptomycin, each at a concentration of2.5 Ilg mI-l were used to 

select for cells that had acquired the tmnsposon in their chromosomes. Approximately 

two weeks after conjugation, the bright-green color of the background was almost 

completely bleached, and green colonies appeared on the filter. The colonies had 

presumably acquired the transposon in the genome and were resistant to the antibiotics. 

Selection for mutants with altered phenotypes were conducted as follows: for mutants 

unable to grow diazotrophically, the Millipore filter was transferred to BO-l10 medium 

(BO-ll without nitrate) and colonies that turned brown after approximately one week 

were isolated as Fix" mutants. To isolate mutants unable to undergo a lethal level of 

differentiation, the colonies were patched individually onto a BO-l1 plate without 

copper, prepared as previously described (Callahan and Buikema, 2001). Each mutant 

was microscopically observed after approximately one week, and mutants with no or 

significantly less heterocyst differentiation were isolated as He!" mutants. Mutants with 

altered heterocyst patterning were isolated as the filter was transferred to BO-l1 0 medium 

in the same manner done for isolation of Fix- mutants. Some colonies that remained 

green, as opposed to the majority of colonies that turned hrown, were isolated as mutants 

with a defect in pattern regulation. 
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2. ii. DNA Extraction and Sequencing 

Genomic DNA from each mutant was extracted as described (Bacterial Genetics 

Microbiology 475L Manual, University of Hawaii at Manoa. 

http://www2.hawaii.edul-scallahalSMCsitelMicro475L.html). Extracted genomic DNA 

was amplified by either plasmid rescue via E. coli transformation or by inverse PCR. 

Plasmid rescue was conducted by digesting 1 l.d of the genomic DNA with restriction 

enzyme Spe/ for 2 hours at 37 degree Celsius. The digestion reaction was heat-inactivated 

at 65 degree Celsius for 30 minutes. Self-ligation of the digested DNA was performed 

using 1 III of the digestion reaction as the template. After incubating the ligation reaction 

at 16 degree Celsius overnight, 1 III of the ligation reaction was used to transform E. coli 

DH5 _ MCR (Promega, Madison, WI, USA). Transformants were selected for on a solid 

medium with LB 1.5% agar containing spectinomycin at 100 Ilg mI'!. The rescued 

plasmid was amplified in E. coli, extracted, and sequenced using a primer Tnl 058 (AGA 

CCA AAA CGA TCT CAA GAA). Inverse PCR was conducted as the genomic DNA 

was digested with Sau3AI or Msp/ at 37 degrees Celsius overnight, ligated on itself, and 

that ligation reaction was used as a template for PCR amplification with two primers, 

InvPCR] (CAT TAA GTT AAG GTG GAT ACA CAT CTT GTC) and InvPCR_R 

(CCA AAA TCA TTA GGG GAT TCA TCA G), that would anneal to the transposon 

and direct away from each other. The PCR product was run on a 1 % agarose gel, and a 

band of 200-500 bp in size was extracted from gel using Qiax DNA Purification Kit 

(Qiagen). Purified DNA was sequenced using the primer Tn1058. 
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2. iii. Construction of a transposon 

TnRRI, the transposon used in this study, was constructed by modifying TnlOS8 

(Wolk et aI., 1991). A plasmid pRLIOS8, carrying TnlOS8, was digested withMYUto 

remove genes conferring resistance to kanamycin, bleomycin, and streptomycin. A Sma!

digested omega cassette from pDW9 (Golden and Wiest, 1988) was inserted to replace 

the removed genes, to make pRRI06. This construction was not made by the author. 

2. iv. Construction of a mutant 

Genes found to be inactivated by the transposon were inactivated individually in 

the wild type Anabaena sp. PCC 7120, and in their respective parental strains by a single 

recombination in the following manner. A short region (300-400 bp) internal to the gene 

was amplified by PCR. The following procedure of plasmid construction was done in 

either one of the two approaches. (I) A PCR product was cloned in pBluescript SK + at its 

EeaRV site. A fragment containing an origin of transfer along with genes conferring 

resistance to erythromcyin and chloromphenical cut out as a PstI fragment from pRL320S 

(Wolk, personal communication) was cloned in at the PstI site. (2) The PCR fragment 

was cloned in at the EeaRV site ofpSMC209. The plasmid pSMC209 was constructed by 

digesting pRL320S with HindII, which cut out a -800 bp fragment containing an origin 

of transfer. The OriT fragment was cloned in at the EcaRV site of pBluescript SK + 

followed by insertion of a HindIII fragment from pDW9 containing the omega cassette at 

the HindIII site, to make pSMC208. The plasmid was digested with HindII and Sma!, to 

cut out a blunt-ended fragment containing the OriT and the omega cassette, which was 

then cloned in at the Sea! site, located at within a gene conferring resistance to ampicillin, 
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of pBluescript SK +, making pSMC209. The plasmid pSMC209 was therefore conferring 

resistance to spectinomycin and streptomycin but not to ampicillin. A short fragment 

amplified by PCR was cloned at the EcoR V site ofpSMC209. A plasmid containing a 

PCR fragment was transferred to Anabaena via tri-parental mating, and single 

recombinants were selected for their resistance to erythromycin or combination of 

spectinomycin and streptomycin. 
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CHAPTER 3: RESULTS 

3. i. Identification of genes involved in nitrogen fixation 

In this study, transposon mutagenesis and screening for colonies that were no 

longer able to survive in a nitrogen-deplete condition have led to isolation of 87 mutants 

and identification of 25 candidate genes that may be involved in nitrogen fixation in 

Anabaena (Table 2). In transposon mutagenesis, however, it is common that a second-site 

mutation rather than transposon insertion causes the mutant phenotype (Liang et ai, 

1992., and Khudyakov & Golden, 2004, for instance). To confirm that the phenotype was 

caused by the transposon and not by a second-site mutation, each mutant was recreated 

from the wild-type Anabaena by inactivation by single recombination that inserted a 

plasmid in the orf of each gene. Of the 25 genes, five genes had already been identified 

and characterized by other groups, and therefore were excluded from this study. Those 

genes were all0813 (Black et aI. 1995), all1440 (Haselkorn et aI. 1985), a1r5355 (Bauer, 

1994; Bauer et aI. 1997), alr5356 (Qing et ai., 2005) and alr5357 (Ernst et aI. 1992; 

Black & Wolk 1994; Bauer et aI., 1997). For the remaining 20 genes, eight genes, 

alr0189. all1059. alr2830. alr3561. a1l3746. a1l4018, andalr4703, were individually 

inactivated in this study. Inactivation of alr4703 in the wild-type Anabaena resulted in a 

strain unable to grow diazotrophica1ly. Other genes were inactivated individually, but 

Anabaena remained capable of diazotrophic growth. 

3. ii. Identification of genes involved in differentiation 

Application of trans po son mutagenesis to UHMI00 and selection for mutants 

unable to undergo a lethal level of differentiation resulted in isolation of six mutants, and 
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Table 2. Genes identified to be inactivated by the transposon TnRRl in mutants unable to 
grow diazotrophically. Their predicted protein products, as annotated in Cyanobase 
(http://www.kazusa.or.jplcyanoD are also indicated. The five genes on the right bottom. 
a110813, a1l1440, alr5355, alr5356, and alr5357 have already been characterized by other 

esistance to 

c glycolipids-

;;";;;;==";;':=='"I'Irotein; ~BP 

===~=r",; HetM 

Table 3. Six genes identified to be inactivated by the transposon after selection for 
mutants unable to differentiate at a lethal level and their redicted rotein products. 

~110414 Anthranilate e; Trp~ I ~//l958 Unknown rote' 

I II Heterocyst differ ntiation 
~/r2168 Tmasposase ~lr2339 rotein HetR 

~1l4760 Unknown protein I kl4926 Unknown rote' 
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Table 4. Genes inactivated by the transposon in mutants unable to suppress 
differentiation and their redicted pr~tein products. -,---,,..-::--:-..,...-.,., , I' Histidinol dehy ogenase; 
~ll0042 H thetical (dbJ) ~lS91 .:..:H!:::isD:::...-__ --1 
, Cellulose synthas ytic' I' 
~37S7 subunit iaIl3398 _H.......,;;==;..<;.;;.;~_ 

~14916 Unknown otein I ~lr4SS2 fX!~e~in~e~s~~ 
their transposons were localized by sequencing. A sequencing result of one mutant, YHS, 

indicated that the transposon had inserted itself in alr2339, heIR, the key regulator of 

differentiation, and thus inactivated the gene. The sequencing result of the mutant YHS, 

with heIR inactivated, suggests that this experimental design allowed successful selection 

of mutants that had acquired mutations in genes involved in differentiation. In five other 

mutants, all0414. a111958. alr2168. all 4760, and a1l4926 were found to be inactivated by 

the transposon, respectively, as summarized in Table 4. Recreation of mutation was 

carried out for genes all1958 and a1l4760, but reduction in heterocyst frequency was not 

observed in each mutant. Recreation of mutation for alr2168 was excluded because the 

gene encoded for a transposase, clearly not involved in differentiation. Inactivation of 

all0414 and a1l4926 is to be conducted in future. 

3. iii. Identification of genes involved in patterning 

Seven mutants were isolated following mutagenizing 7120PN with the transposon 

TnRRl. The results are summarized in Table 4. Individual inactivation of these genes did 

not result in a strain with disturbed pattern regulation. 

3. iv. Phenotype a mutant of alr4703 
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The gene alr4703 was inactivated by inserting a suicide plasmid bearing an 

internal fragment of alr4703 in its orf. A fusion of the plasmid to the gene was confirmed 

A 
7120 (4703) 

Wf7120 

B 
I 2 M 

23,210 

9,416 

6,557 

2,322 
2,027 

peR product ~1 .OKb 

1.6Kb 

6CRProduct 

Figure 5. Confirmation of inactivation by PCR. (A) A graphic representation of 
genotypes of the alr4703 mutant and the wild-type Anabaena. Arrows indicate a primer 
that anneal to the inserted plasmid (left to right) and another primer that anneals to the 
end of the orf(right to left). (8) Resu lts ofPCR run on an agarose gel. Wild-type 
Anabaena (Lane I) and the alr4703 mutant (Lane 2) . Lane 3 is a marker. 
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by colony PCR, using one primer, pRL3205 _R (GGG CIT CCC GGT A TC AAC AGG) 

that anneals to the vector, but not any part of the Anabaena, and another primer, 

4703Sing_R_Spe (AGA TAA CTA GTC CCC AAG AAC GGG CGC), that anneals to 

the end of the orf. As shown in Figure 5, a PCR reaction with template DNA from the 

wild-type D A, no PCR band was seen. In contrast, using DNA from the alr4703 mutant 

yielded a I.OKb band. 

The alr4703 mutant was able to grow in a medium supplied with nitrate. A 

microscopic observation revealed that filaments of the mutant were slightly twisted, as 

shown in Figure 6. 
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In a medium without nitrate, the mutant strain was not able to grow. Heterocysts of the 

mutant, however, exhibited normal morphology and appearance compared to the wild-

type strain (Figure 6). 

The protein A1r4703 consists of two functional domains. A DEAD-like helicase 

superfamily domain is located from 185 to 362 a.a. residues. Members of this domain 

include the DEAD and DEAH box helicases. The DEAD box helicases are involved in 

various aspects of RNA metabolism, such as nuclear transcription, pre mRNA splicing, 

ribosome biogenesis, nucleocytoplasmic transport, translation, RNA decay and organellar 

gene expression. The second domain is a helicase superfamily C-termina1 domain, from 

437 to 514 a.a. residues. This is a conserved domain among manyhelicase proteins at 

their C-termini in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes, but no specific function is known of 

this domain. 

~~4_70_3 ______ ~<:DEXDC~~> ___ <:~~~:>~~ 

100 a.a. 

Figure 7. Functional domains in A1r4703 as annotated by SMAR PROTEIN 
(http://smart.embl-heidelberg.del). Two functional domains, DEAD-like helicases 
superfamily and helicase superfamily c-termina1 domain are located at 185 to 362 a.a. 
residue and 437 to 514 a.a. residue, respectively. 
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Figure 8. Genetic map around the gene alr4703. The two genes, alr4703 and all4704 
overlap by three nucleotides according to Cyanobase. 

There are three genes upstream of alr4703 in the same orientation, and the fourth 

gene upstream is orienting away from alr4703 (Figure 8). The gene alr4700 is a 

pantetheine-phosphate adenylyltransferase involved in synthesis of 3'-dephospho-CoA, a 

substrate for vitamin Bt2. A1l470 1 is highly similar to a cell division initiation protein in 

Nostoc punctiforme PCC 73102, a cyanobacterium thought to be phylogenically and 

physiologically close to Anabaena. All4702 is an unknown protein, with no significant 

similarities to any protein with known functions. Genes alr4704 and alr4705 are located 

downstream of alr4703 and directing toward alr4703, and moreover, alr4704, located 

immediately downstream of a1l4703, has 3 bp overlap with all4703, according to 

Cyanobase. Alr4704 has a high similarity to a FMN-binding protein in Anabaena 

variabilis ATCC 29413. Flavin mononucleotide, or FMN, is derived from riboflavin 

(vitamin B2) and functions as cofactor of various oxidoreductases. Alr4705 is a delta 

prime subunit of DNA polymerase III. A DNA polymerase III holoenzyme is the primary 

enzyme complex involved in prokaryotic DNA replication. The complex, for replication 

of the E. coli genome, works in conjunction with four other DNA polymerases (pol I, Pol 

II, Pol IV, and Pol V). In addition, the DNA Pol III holoenzyme also has proofreading 

capabilities that correct replication mistakes by means of exonuclease activity. Of the six 
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proteins introduced, three of them, AlI4702, AII4703, and AIr470S seem to function 

directly in cell division and DNA replication. 



CHAPTER 4: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

4 a. Discussion 

Cyanobase classifies the product of alr4703 as a DNA repair helicase. A helicase 

is a protein that functions in unwinding double-stranded nucleotide helixes, which is 

thought to be essential for several cellular processes such as DNA synthesis and repair, 

DNA recombination, and DNA-dependent RNA synthesis. Helicases function at 

junctions between ssDNA and dsDNA, and unwind duplex DNA, and this reaction is 

coupled to the binding and hydrolysis of nucleotide 5' -triphosphate (Lohman, 1993). 

Thus, helicases are also NTPase, where binding to NTP is strongly stimulated upon their 

DNA binding (Lohman, 1993). All organisms appear to possess multiple genes encoding 

helicase: 10 genes in E. coli (Matson, 1991) and 12 genes in Anabaena (Kaneko et aI., 

2001). 

DNA helicases unwind their target strands unidirectionally. That is, some 

helicases catalyzes unwinding of DNA only in a 5' to 3' direction, while others strongly· 

prefer the 3' to 5' direction (yaranton & Gefter, 1979), though some counter arguments 

on the polarity of unwinding by helicase do exist (Wong & Lohman, 1992; Lohman, 

1992). 

The air4703 mutant is able to grow in a medium supplied with nitrate, indicating 

that its protein product is not essential unless the strain is grown without a fixed form of 

nitrogen. This suggests that the role of the alr4703 product is heterocyst-specific, or at 

least specific to diazotrophic growth of Anabaena. 

There are a few possible explanations for how a helicase is required for nitrogen 

fixation in Anabaena. First, DNA rearrangements that take place during heterocyst 
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differentiation may not occur properly without a functional helicase. As discussed 

previously, three regions of DNA are excised during differentiation, and this leads to 

expression of three structural genes: nifD,fdxN, and hupL in heterocysts. In eukaryotes, 

DNA rearrangement is known to be initiated by the recombination activating proteins 

(Oettiger, et aI., 1990; Schatz et al., 1989). For each one of the three excised regions in 

Anabaena, two homologous sequences are flanking the region to be excised out, and they 

are running in the same direction, leading to excision of the flanked region upon 

recombination. It is assumed that protein assemblies functioning in DNA recombination 

mediate these rearrangements. Moreover, helicases are required for initiation of DNA 

recombination. It is possible, therefore, that the product of a/r4703 is required 

specifically for the DNA rearrangements and deficiency of it causes defects of these 

events required for heterocyst maturation and function. 

Secondly, the helicase may be responsible for expression of genes essential for 

diazotrophic growth of Anabaena. Study of gene expression profiles of Anabaena grown 

with and without a fixed source of nitrogen has shown that gene expression patterns 

dramatically alter following nitrogen step-down (Ehira & Ohmori, 2006; Ehira et al., 

2003). It is a possibility that genes coding for a specific set ofhelicase are upregulated as 

a response to an environmental stress, as it is the case for CrcH in Anabaena. 

Chamot et a/. (1999) reported a helicase specifically upregulatd in Anabaena in 

response to a cold shock. A gene a/r4718, encoding for A TP-dependent RNA helicase 

CrcH, increased an amount of its transcript at 2 hours after a cold shock from 300e to 

20°C, but its transcription was not induced by removal of a fixed source of nitrogen, heat 

shock, UV illumination, darkness, or any other stress conditions tested. Therefore, the 
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gene expression is specific to cold shock (Chamot et al., 1999). Its role may be 

interactions with cold-induced RNA substrates, ribosomes, and/or other proteins required 

for cold shock response. More specifically, the protein could be necessary to unwind the 

mRNA secondary structure that forms at the reduced temperature, and this could prevent 

a proper function of ribosome and consequently translation (Chamot et al., 1999). 

Likewise, the gene alr4703 may be specifically upregulated following an enviromnental 

stress caused by a removal of a nitrogen source from a medium and required for 

adaptation of Anabaena to such conditions. 

A DNA helicase that interacts with a protein essential for nitrogen fixation is also 

known. Pawlowski et al. (2003) investigated interaction of GlnB of Rhodobacter 

capsularus to various gene products in their yeast two-hybrid system. GlnB is a signal 

transducer that inactivates NtrB, a sensor kinase that phosphorylates a transcriptional 

regulator NtrC. Under nitrogen-limiting conditions, GInB is not uridylylated and in this 

form, it is unable to inactivate NtrB. The active NtrB under this condition 

photopholyrates NtrC as well as itself, which leads to NtrC-P promoting transcription of 

its target genes, including nifAL and gInA. Through screening of a R. capsularus genomic 

library, they identified that PcrA, an ATP-dependent DNA helicase, directly interacts 

with GlnB with its 255 C-termina1 residues being sufficient for the interaction. Though 

the role of PcrA in nitrogen fixation of R. capsularus remained to be studied, this could 

suggest a direct involvement ofhelicases in the process of nitrogen fixation (pawlowski 

et al., 2003). PcrA could be activated following an interaction with GlnB, and promotes 

unwinding of DNA regions coding for products recruited for nitrogen fixation. A large 
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part ofhelicase involvement in nitrogen fixation, or in any other physiological stress 

responses, however, is still poorly understood (pawlowski et al., 2003). 

As previously discussed, alr4703 is surrounded by genes that seem to act in cell 

division and DNA replication. Ehira et al. (2003) proposed that many of the genes 

upregulated during nitrogen starvation are physically clustered to form what they called 

"expressed islands." For instance, Huang et al. (2004) identified at least 12 genes among 

17 genes between alr2825 and alr2841 to be required for the synthesis of heterocyst 

envelope polysaccharide and thus diazotrophic growth of Anabaena. Likewise, Fan et al. 

(2005) reported 9 genes out of 14 genes between a1l5343 and alr5356 created a Fox

phenotype, where Anabaena can fix nitrogen only under anaerobic conditions, upon 

inactivation. These lines of evidence, together with the findings from the rnicroarray 

analysis by Ehira et al. (2003), suggest that regulation of genetic expression in Anabaena 

growing under nitrogen-deplete conditions involves not only a single gene or a single 

transcription unit but also a larger region containing multiple transcription units whose 

expressions are regulated in a coordinated manner. 

In filaments of Anabaena growing without a fixed source of nitrogen, Asr3935, a 

histone-like DNA-binding protein known as HU, is present in vegetative cells, but not in 

heterocysts (Khudyakov, et al., 1996). A mutant strain AB22 with the alsr3935 gene 

inactivated by a transposon exhibited a pleoitropic phenotype, characterized by slow 

growth, altered pigmentation, cellular fragility, resistance to phage A-4(L), and the 

inability to differentiate heterocysts. HU is a highly conserved and the most abundant 

histone-like DNA-binding protein of the bacterial nucleoid, and thought to playa major 

role in the formation of chromosomal DNA architecture (Higgins, et ai., 1990; Ilillyard, 
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et 01., 1990). It is a likely possibility that in vegetative cells, the chromosomal DNA is 

structured in such a way by the HU protein that the regions confining the "expression 

islands" are structurally repressed. During heterocyst differentiation, HU is degraded 

followed by a dramatic change in the DNA architecture, allowing those regions to be 

exposed to and accessed by RNA polymerase, thus enabling their expression (Ehira, et 01, 

2003). 

Since the inactivation of alr4703 does not impair Anabaena growth in nitrogen

deplete conditions, its expression is essential only after nitrate is removed. That some 

genes around alr4703 encode proteins that function at the same stage of a cell cycle, 

namely cellular division and DNA replication, implies that an expression island may be 

present in this region. However, investigation on mutants of each gene must be 

conducted before any further conclusion is presented. Moreover, a phenotype of a 

deletion mutation, expression pattern of the gene, and acetylyene reduction assays are 

expected to further characterize the role and characteristic of the gene and the gene 

product, yet left completely undone. 

4. b. Conclusion 

In this study, transposon mutagenesis successfully generated a number of mutants 

for investigation. One of the genes, alr4703, identified to be essential for nitrogen 

fixation in Anabaena was further characterized by inactivation of the gene in the wild

type background followed by microscopic observation. Its phenotype was hardly 

examined, however, making a thorough follow-up characterization still needed in future. 

Individual inactivation of the genes identified in this study to be possibly involved in 



differentiation, 0110414 and alr4926, is also waiting to be conducted. Nonetheless, this 

study led to find one gene, alr4703, among the 20 genes identified, to be required for 

nitrogen fixation in Anabaena. In addition, two other genes, alr2338 and 0112981, were 

individually inactivated by a different researcher to find that they are also essential for 

diazotrophic growth of Anabaena. Transposon mutagenesis and isolation of mutants with 

altered phenotypes have overall shown to be an effective method of identification of 

genes involved in nitrogen fixation, and possibly in differentiation, in Anabaena sp. PCC 

7120. 
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